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23 JUN Proclaim freedom throughout the Land to all inhabitants thereof. That, as you may recognize, is the inscription on our 2080-pound national treasure, the Liberty Bell. There are many myths and misconceptions in U.S. history, some of which involve this famous symbol. According to the National Park Service, the
State House bell, like the [...] 17 JUN When I was in elementary school, my favorite activity was the entire class flashcard competitions. I already had the desire to become a teacher and couldn't wait to get my own set of high, buff-colored flashcards for every math operation. When I had my own classroom, I used
flashcards in a less competitive way. My students did [...] May 18 At this time of year, most class-level mathematical concepts have been addressed, although students may not have reached master in each area. It comes with practice! As they move through elementary school, students acquire a range of strategies to
address multi-step word problems. During problem solving, students use skills—everything from using basic facts and simple [...]05 MAR Add our free download to your metering and Pi Day activities. Ever wonder how Simple Solutions and Summer Solutions are made? Well, we're lucky to have our own pusher here in
Beachwood, Ohio, who prints and binds our perfect bound books. At BIP Printing Solutions, Joe, Dave, Matt and Dashi produce more than 450,000 [...] 22 NOV Snow is starting to fall in northeast Ohio and to celebrate we have created a Flurry of Math to keep your students' math skills sharp.  The worksheet for each
result is encoded with the Common Core State Standard that it reinforces. social media Follow Simple Solutions! 13 MAR Reading is the basic building block of all learning. Statistics show that the reading habits and performance levels of students at all levels are in decline. [1] The United States ranks 7th in literacy
among 60 nations in the world. [2] Although this number has improved, more needs to be done. The key to increasing skilled readers [...] 21 FEB What are your goals for teaching reading to 6th, 7th or 8th graders, and how do you find time to achieve these goals? One way to shore up reading skills is to effectively utilize
independent study time – which includes homework, clockwork, study period, or anytime students work on their own. [...] 09 JAN Teachers who use Simple Solutions know that the S2TaR Center has some amazing features included when a class set of books is purchased.   Not only will they find simple solutions
Teacher Editions, but complementary resources, a Spreadsheet Generator, and Digital Quizzes.  Simple Solutions Digital Quizzes is an easy way for a [...] 17 SEP On October 24, 2016, Google honored Antoni van Leeuwenhoek's 384th birthday with the daily Google Doodle. Leeuwenhoek (Lee vǎn hook), a Dutch fabric
dealer of is known as the Father of Microbiology. He may have used magnification to determine the density of a fabric's thread count. Without formal university education, he designed and [...] 10 AUG We wrote about Bertie Bott's Every-Flavour Beans1 which included such culinary delights as vomit, rotten eggs, soap
and booger in level 2 of our Reading Comprehension series. No surprise that the opening of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child on Broadway has led Jelly Belly to re-release this popular treat as, too weak of [...] [...]
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